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ABSTRACT 

We report our measurement of the weak mixing angle, sin*&, in 
neutrino-nucleon deep inelastic scattering in the NuTeV experiment 
at Fermilab. Using separate neutrino and antineutrino beams, we are 
able to use the Paschos-Wolfenstein relations to extract sin’ Bw with 
low systematic errors. Our preliminary result is sin’0~(~-~~~“) = 
1 - m&/m; = 0.2253 f O.O019(stat.) & O.OOlO(syst.), which 
in the Standard Model is equivalent to a W mass measurement of 
80.26 f 0.11 GeV/c’. 

@  1998 by Robert B. Drucker. 
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the predicted flux for the NuTeV neutrino beam. Measured V,, contamination in 
the uP beam is less than l/1000, and z+ contamination in the PP beam is less 
than l/500. Electron neutrinos in the beam account for 1.3% of the observed 
interactions in neutrino mode and 1.1% in antineutrino mode. 
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Figure 3: This diagram shows the elements of the NuTeV beamline SSQT ele- 
ments. The protons enter from the left and hit the Be0 target shown as a small 
rectangle in the picture. The wrong-sign and neutral secondaries are dumped in 
the beam dumps, and the right-sign particles are focused into the decay space. 

Event length in the detector, defined as the number of scintillation counters 
with signal in them, is used to separate NC and CC events. Figure 5 shows 
examples of NC and CC candidate events in the NuTeV detector. CC events 
appear long in the detector because they contain a muon in the final state. NC 
events only have a short range hadronic shower. Experimentally, the ratio of NC 
to CC events is measured by the ratio of the number of short to long events. 

Contamination in the beam from v, interactions alters the ratio of short to 
long events, because CC v, events do not contain a final state muon and so 
appear short. Figure 6 shows the length distributions separately for CC, NC, 
and electron neutrino events. It is critical to have a precise understanding of the 
number of electron neutrino events in the beam. Most of the ye contamination 
comes from K: decay (93% in the vP beam and 70% in the PP beam). We use 
a Monte Carlo to estimate the number of electron neutrinos from K: decay. 
The Monte Carlo was tuned to agree with the number of observed v,,/D, events. 
Figure 7 shows the u,, energy distribution and a comparison with the Monte Carlo. 
The SSQT was very precisely aligned, which leads to a very well understood 
prediction of the number of Kef3 decays. The estimate for the number of v,/i& 
from Kz decays is accurate to approximately 1.5%, and is dominated by the 

Figure 4: This plot shows the predicted number of vN events from the NuTeV 
beam as a function of neutrino energy. The upper plot is for neutrino mode 
and the lower plot is anti-neutrino mode. Note the very small contamination of 
“wrong-sign” neutrinos. 

uncertainty in the measured Kz branching ratio. Uncertainties on neutral kaon 
production and decay are much larger, but the SSQT design greatly reduces the 
acceptance for neutrinos from neutral particle decays. 

NuTeV had a separate calibration beamline that delivered beam during each 60 
second accelerator cycle. Calibration data with muons, pions, and electrons were 
recorded throughout the entire run. This provided a large sample of calibration 
data as well as a constant monitor of detector performance and calibration. 

3 Event Selection 

Events used for this analysis are required to deposit at least 20 GeV in the 
calorimeter to ensure efficient triggering and good vertex reconstruction. The 
event vertex is required to be in the fiducial region of the detector. In the trans- 
verse dimensions, we require the vertex to be in the central two-thirds of the 
calorimeter, in order to reduce losses of final state particles out the sides of the 
detector. The longitudinal position of the vertex is required to be at least 0.4 m  
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Figure 7: The NuTeV neutrino flux measured using a sample of charged current 
events. The plots show the number of neutrino events as a function of neutrino 
energy; the upper plot is neutrino mode and the lower plot is antineutrino mode. 
The peak near 90 GeV is due to pion decay and the peak near 200 GeV is from 
kaon decay. The solid lines show the Monte Carlo flux used in the analysis. The 
Monte Carlo was tuned slightly (within errors) to match the data. 

deep inelastic scattering, and also included neutrino-electron and quasi-elastic 
scattering. Leading-order parton distribution functions, as measured by the CCFR 
experiment’ and fit with the Bums-Gaemers parameterization,g were used. CCFR 
was the predecessor to NuTeV and used the same calorimeter as NuTeV. These 
parton distribution functions were modified to include measured u/d valence 
asymmetries and sea quark asymmetries. lo,11 The strange sea distribution used 
was that measured by CCFR from its two-muon sample.” Mass suppression 
effects for heavy quark production are modeled using slow resealing, with param- 
eters taken from the CCFR two-muon data. 

Electroweak and QED radiative corrections to the scattering cross sections 
are applied using a computer program supplied by Bardin.13 The charm sea 
was included using CTEQ4L parton distribution functions,14 and was assigned 
a 100% systematic. The longitudinal structure function, Rn, used was based 
on QCD predictions and data. l5 Higher-twist effects16 (effects from the nuclear 
environment of the interaction) were included with a 100% systematic. 

101 

Figure 8: These plots show the number of events as a function of the event length. 
The solid curve is Monte Carlo, and shows excellent agreement with the data. 

sin’ 0~ was extracted from the data by varying the value of sin’ 6’~ used in 
the Monte Carlo until the predicted NC/CC ratios agreed with the data. The 
comparison with data was based on the quantity 

where (Y = 0.5136 was chosen, using the Monte Carlo, to minimize the systematic 
uncertainty due to charm quark production. Note that l?;,,,, is quite close to be- 
ing R- as defined in Eq. (1). Using l?&,,., which is possible because of NuTeV’s 
ability to run separate neutrino and antineutrino beams, greatly reduces many 
systematic uncertainties from sea quark effects and other correlated systematics. 
Figure 10 shows the R&.,,, and Rk,,,. distributions as a function of energy de- 
posited in the calorimeter. Figure 11 shows the A- distribution. The Monte Carlo 
agrees well with the data. Note that there appear to be slight systematic wiggles 
in the Rk,,,, and Rk,,,. distributions, but they are correlated and cancel out in 

the &L,,. plot. This is exactly the reason for using 8- . 
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Figure 10: The upper plots show the RL,,,, and Rk,,,, distributions from the 
NuTeV data as a function of hadronic shower energy. The lower plots show the 
difference between the data and the Monte Carlo predictions. The band shows 
the systematic uncertainty. The Monte Carlo is in good agreement with the data. 
There are slight correlated wiggles in the data, within the errors. The advantage 
of using R- is that these correlated effects subtract out. 

sin’ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ E 1 - M&/M;, this result is equivalent to 

M W  = 80.26 f O.lO(stat.) f O.O5(syst.) 

+0.073 x 
Mtop2 - (175 GeV)* 

(100 GeV)* 

-o.o25xlog,(*). 

A comparison of this result with direct measurements of Mw is shown in Fig. 13. 
The NuTeV result is comparable in precision to the current world direct measure- 
ments of the W  boson mass. 

5.1 Model Independent Couplings 

The NuTeV result can be expressed in a more model independent way. The above 
result has some model dependence in correcting from our measured sin* 0~ to 

Figure 11: This plot shows the difference between data and Monte Carlo for 
fL?,% as a function of hadronic shower energy. The band shows the systematic 
uncertainty. The data and Monte Carlo show excellent agreement. Note that the 
slight wiggles seen in the Rk,,,. distributions have no effect on k,,,,,. 

the on-shell value. R- can be expressed in terms of right- and left-handed quark 
couplings: 

R- = utk-“;c 

%Fc - 4c 

1 
cc 

(-- 2 
sin* 0~ 

> 
= u”L + d; - u’R - d;. 

The variable used in the NuTeV Monte Carlo extraction, fi;,,,,, can be ex- 
pressed in terms of the quark couplings 

0.8587~; + 0.8828d; - 1.1657~; - 1.2288& = 0.2277 f 0.0022 

= 0.4530 - sin* 0~. 

Figure 14 shows the regions in the 92-g; plane that the NuTeV measurement 
allows, where 92,s E ~i,s + d&s. In order to present the result on the two- 
dimensional plane, it is assumed that 62,s E ~2,s - di,R take on the Standard 
Model values. Also shown in the figure is the region measured by CCFR using 
R”. The CCFR measurement is less precise, but when combined with NuTeV it 
gives a small allowed region. In the future, the NuTeV data will be used for both 
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Figure 14: Areas in 92-g; space allowed by the NuTeV and CCFR model- 
independent measurements of the quark couplings. Since NuTeV measures R- 
and CCFR measures R”, the allowed regions for the two experiments are nearly 
perpendicular. The Standard Model prediction is shown as a point. 

is equivalent to a measurement of the W mass and is consistent with other direct 
measurements of the W mass. 
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